COMMERCIAL TRENDS IN SPORTS 2017
Politically, socially and technologically, the world is in the midst of one of the most disruptive periods in living memory – this disruption is impacting where investment in sports is coming from, how sports content is created and distributed, and is changing the dynamics of relationships between rights holders, sponsors and fans.

With global sponsorship spend forecast to reach over $62 billion in 2017 and global media rights spend expected to hit $45 billion, the top-line metrics remain positive. But this is a period of rapid change for sports – from China’s remarkable investments at home and abroad to new technologies such as virtual reality, the explosion in direct-to-consumer content to shifts in audience habits and consumption.

Nielsen Sports has analyzed the changes happening across the worlds of sports, media and technology by listening to the industry, examining the relevant data and carefully considering the impact of these changes. With the help of our experts around the world, the following pages detail what we regard as the 10 MAJOR COMMERCIAL TRENDS IN SPORTS.
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Emerging markets are increasingly engaging with and investing in top-level sport: the next three Olympic Games will be staged in Asia, while Russia and Qatar are the next two FIFA World Cup hosts. Mexico is investing heavily in sports and major events, while markets like Turkey, Indonesia and Thailand face challenges but have undeniable growth potential. China is leading the way. The government target to create a US$813 billion sports industry by 2025 has fueled major investment across all aspects of sports – in events, facilities, teams, leagues and grassroots programs. Alibaba's long-term partnership with the International Olympic Committee and Wanda Group’s new partnership with FIFA have made headlines but both companies are laying foundations in other sports – World Rugby has built a strategic partnership with Alibaba, while world cycling governing body, the UCI, has a long-term agreement in place with Wanda.

From Presidents to the person on the street, this is an era when everyone has the ability to be a broadcaster. And content has never been more prized or valuable. Two major property acquisitions in 2016 underlined the point: WME-IMG’s acquisition of Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) and Liberty Media’s acquisition of Formula One were, ultimately, investments in content and intellectual property. Rights holders across the board, meanwhile, are looking to add value by developing their own content, often in partnership with brands or broadcasters but sometimes on their own. Athletes, too, are becoming their own media owners in various ways – from dedicated apps and YouTube channels to larger investments in digital publishing such as LeBron James’ Uninterrupted and Derek Jeter’s The Players’ Tribune. Both are allowing athletes to engage with fans directly, authentically and on their own terms.

THE EMERGENCE OF NEW SPORTING POWERS, LED BY CHINA
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IP OWNERS TAKING CONTROL OF CONTENT AND THE CONVERSATION
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CHINESE FOOTBALL INTEREST

31% OF URBAN CHINA IS INTERESTED IN FOOTBALL.

Source: Nielsen Sports SDNA

LeBron James’ Uninterrupted is an example of direct engagement with fans.

POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK

• The sporting landscape is changing, opening up major opportunities in new markets.
• A deep understanding of how emerging markets are approaching sports is required – right up to state level.
• Knowledge transfer from mature to emerging markets will be an increasingly valuable asset.

POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK

• Rights holders able to control the content and conversation directly.
• Creation of more exclusive content, providing greater access and driving stronger engagement with fans.
• A redefinition of relationships between stakeholders and further changes to rights/distribution structures.
Across sport, rights holders are examining ways to repackage, relocate and reposition events to better suit the changing structure and behavior of the fan population. Nielsen Sports’ research shows that people are intensely interested in fewer things, but generally interested in more things. Amid major competition for attention, the impact on rights holders is significant and leading to many examining and pushing ahead with tweaks to scheduling – the NFL’s introduction of Thursday Night Football and the Premier League carving out a package of Friday night live games, for example – and format changes. Twenty20 cricket is the prime example, but a host of other sports – tennis, golf and basketball among them – are developing and commercializing shortened versions. To add to the competition for a fan’s time and interest, new properties continue to spring up and entirely new sports, such as drone racing, are emerging.

### CHANGING ATTENTION SPANS PROMPTING RIGHTS HOLDERS TO RETHINK

Rights holders and venues across the world of sports are on a constant quest to enhance the spectator experience – at events and for those watching remotely – by adding entertainment elements, such as concerts, fan zones and enabling more access to star athletes. Taylor Swift’s pre-race concert at the 2016 United States Grand Prix, the theatre-style lighting deployed at the ATP World Tour Finals in London and, of course, the Super Bowl half-time show are all examples. Similarly, there are many examples of new entertainment events built around a sports element, including Andy Murray Live, an evening of music and exhibition tennis, and the Kellogg’s Tour of Gymnastic Champions, a 36-city tour of US Olympic gymnasts designed to capitalize on the team’s success at Rio 2016. The NFL and Cirque du Soleil, meanwhile, have partnered to create a major showcase installation in Times Square, due to open in 2017.

### INTEGRATION OF MUSIC AND SPORT

- **25%** of US population have attended a musical event at or connected to a sporting event.
- **16%** attended a musical performance connected to a sporting event – of whom **46%** did not even attend the sporting event.

Source: Nielsen Sports SponsorLink US

### POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK

- Women, Millennials and Centennials are increasingly attractive fan segments – and each group requires a distinct approach.
- Rights holders, brands and broadcasters increasingly exploring new formats and scheduling of events.
- Building on the successes to date, a renewed focus on the commercialization of women’s sport and the development of more start-up properties.

Source: Nielsen Sports SponsorLink US

### POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK

- Further investment in entertainment and cultural events around sporting events – because it works.
- A greater thirst, from fans and brands, for ‘reality programming’ around big events.
- More sports events to be positioned as ‘festivals’, combining music, celebrity appearances, business-to-business meetings and fan zones.
Thanks to technology, fans have come to expect content – live streaming, on-demand coverage and supporting statistics and analysis – to be available to them whenever, wherever. Over-the-top live content is coming to sport, with established broadcasters, newer digital publishers, rights holders, telecoms firms, social media platforms and technology giants all engaged in some form. Amazon, Google and Apple are all active in content creation and delivery, while rights holders are actively developing and experimenting with their own media models – PGA Tour Live, the Olympic Channel and Dugout, the collaboration between 30 major football clubs, are all examples. These rights holder-owned channels can also generate data, giving a richer, deeper picture of the audience and opening up new potential revenue streams around merchandise, tickets and content.

The introduction of features such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram Live has given all stakeholders opportunities to deliver live sport, or secondary content, directly to consumers, while at the same time opening up more options for user-generated fan content. Indeed, rights holders are using technology to connect with fans wherever they are – in a venue, at home or on the move. And mobile is increasingly the device of choice for fans to consume and share content. All stakeholders are innovating to connect with fans via smartphone, including broadcasters like NBC, who rolled out a dedicated app and launched a partnership with Buzzfeed for Snapchat content during Rio 2016. Different rights holders are at different stages of their digital journey; some are focused on fan acquisition, others on fan engagement and the most sophisticated on monetization – from digital Fan Stories, to virtual reality and 360 video.

---

**NEW REVENUE STREAMS EMERGING AS FANS GET FULLY CONNECTED**

Mobile has become the key device for rights holders, broadcasters and brands.

---

**POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK**

- Live sport on OTT is here but will only increase in viability, with more platforms and more options.
- All players – especially IP owners – are in a position to capitalize.
- The rights model will be reshaped as revenues grow around new direct distribution options.

---

**POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK**

- A mobile-first world with a host of platforms and channels offering great potential for new revenues.
- Multiple access points for greater connection and engagement with fans.
- Rights holders will continue to put new technologies and platforms on trial to seek out new revenue.
The eSports market is growing to a point where it is regarded as a serious proposition by established sports. With eSports still maturing as an industry, however, many established sports currently view it as a way to engage a young, much-prized audience. The Philadelphia 76ers NBA team last year became the first North American sports franchise to acquire its own eSports team, while Samsung acquired its own team in 2013. Formula E, the electric motorsport series, stages parallel eSports events at all its races, while several European football clubs have hired their own eSports players. The major stakeholders in the eSports industry – game publishers, distributors like Twitch, tournament organizers and teams – are all facing commercial challenges familiar to those faced by organizations in established sports. They will inevitably look to learn and gain best practice from the sports industry.

As demonstrated by a number of adverts which ran during Super Bowl LI, which focused on activism, inclusivity and diversity, it is increasingly important for brands to be seen to adopt a position on major societal issues and outline how they are making a positive difference. Rights holders and sponsors are increasingly building corporate social responsibility components into partnerships, be it Bayern Munich working with Adidas to produce a shirt made of recycled ocean waste or Commonwealth Bank’s major investment in women’s sport through a long-term collaboration with Cricket Australia. At the same time, there is pressure, from the public and media, to modernize and raise standards in all aspects of sports, from major event bidding processes to the fights against doping and corruption, athlete behavior to combating match-fixing and illegal betting.

Live eSports events, such as League of Legends’ contests, are on the rise.

Source: Nielsen Sports

- The economics of the eSports market are starting to settle, with game publishers likely to be the key to future revenues.
- For established sports, there is huge potential value in eSports if the investment is right.
- eSports is on course to become established as one of the leading global sports.

As the world order continues to be disrupted, CSR will become prevalent in sport – as will the messaging around it.
- What properties stand for will only become more critical for sponsors, fans and the media.
- There will be governance reform across the board as rights holders and federations adapt to the changing times.
An investment in gaining a more detailed understanding of audiences and fans – who they are, but also what makes them tick and how they behave – can not only pay dividends in terms of offering more refined, tailored content; it also opens the door to potential new monetization possibilities, via membership schemes, OTT broadcast subscriptions and retail. The smartest rights holders are already using their in-depth knowledge of their fan base to ensure brand partners are activating in the most effective way. The smartest brands are already demanding such information from their sponsorship property. The power of CRM to optimize all aspects of the relationship with a fan is undeniable. The target for rights holders is the application of accurately collected data to achieve customized solutions, through rigorous analysis and segmentation of fans.

The need to justify sponsorship decisions is increasing for all stakeholders. Data is driving decision-making at all levels of the most sophisticated sports organizations – board members, marketing leaders, financial analysts and others all require ever more detailed evidence that their decisions are the right ones. Quantifiable tracking is a must for brands and more bespoke analytical frameworks are being created to assess the relative performance of assets. Looking ahead, rights holders are beginning to predict the return on investment a brand can expect during the pre-sales process, while Nielsen is working to match sponsorship exposures with retail sales to connect the dots and provide ongoing tracking of how a partnership is performing. The models are becoming more sophisticated but one golden rule remains. As one Chief Marketing Officer for a global brand aptly put it: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.”

### INCREASED INVESTMENTS IN DATA AND CRM CENTRAL TO OPTIMIZING FAN RELATIONSHIPS

- Improved fan engagement; tailor-made offers
- Cross- and upselling potential; identification of new target groups
- Refine existing business processes; increased efficiency

### MORE FOCUS THAN EVER ON CRACKING THE SPONSORSHIP ROI CODE

- The industry will become more sophisticated at gathering and organizing all data points in one place.
- The delivery of personalized solutions, identified through data, will accelerate.
- More demand for advanced systems and solutions, and more focus on how data is interpreted, visualized and acted upon.

### POTENTIAL FUTURE OUTLOOK

- Brands will continue to demand data and proof of performance from rights holders.
- Further demand for advanced models to optimize cross-platform marketing campaigns.
- An increased focus on linking sports consumption and sponsorship exposure with consumer purchase information.

### CRM AN ESSENTIAL TOOL TO...

- OPTIMIZE FAN RELATIONSHIPS
- DEVELOP INCOME SOURCES
- ENHANCE PERFORMANCE

### TRACKING TO CALCULATE VALUE